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Foreword – Ruwangi Fernando, Outgoing President 
 
VUPA wishes to acknowledge the Ancestors, Elders and families of the Boonwurrung, Woiwurrung 
(Wurundjeri) and Wathaurun (Wadawurrung) on our campus’s across Melbourne, and the Gadigal and 
Guring-gai people of the Eora Nation on our Sydney Campus. These groups are, and have been for 
centuries, the custodians of the University land on which we meet and operate our association’s 
services on.  
 
This year has been an incredibly challenging one for VUPA as 2021 was the second year that we have  
operated as an entirely independent organisation serving the needs of postgrads at VU. With the 
global pandemic that is COVID-19 all but shutting down life as we know it both as a student 
organization and as individuals, 2021 has seen the cancellation of almost all face to face meetings and 
events across Australia, with those of us in Victoria being particularly hard hit due to extended 
lockdowns and restrictions on the freedoms of movement that we have always enjoyed. 
 
Despite the challenges that we have faced throughout 2021, VUPA have managed to hold record 
breaking no of events and activities and advocate for the students at VU. Unfortunately, we were 
unable to hold an in person end of year event, so were not able to replicate the wonderful Cocktail 
evening that was held at the Adelphi’s roof top bar in 2019 but our replacement event “VUPA Happiest 
Hour” received grate feedback. Also our annual High tea event had a unique twist as we dilivered it 
online and  some key university officials and VU Vice Chanceller joined us. 
 
These achievements would not have been possible without the dedication and commitment of the 
2021 VUPA Board and I cant ask for a better team to work with and . For the board members who are 
leaving, I thank you for your invaluable service, good intentions to making VU better for postgrads and 
hope your time with VUPA stands you in good stead for your future opportunities. 
 
This year, we have also had wonderful support from many of the colleges as well as Cultural Diversity, 
VUSU and ISA who are equally interested in developing a vibrant and engaged postgraduate 
community. The continued support from Researcher Development under the Graduate Research 
office is always appreciated in engaging with the research postgraduates.  
 
VUPA would also like to acknowledge that our services are mostly funded by the Student Services 
Ammenities Fee (SSAF). These funds are distributed by the SSAF Committee and co-managed by the 
Victorian University Student Union. Without these contributions by all students, we would not be able 
to complete the work that we do, and for that we are thankful to all who contribute to the SSAF fund.   
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About VUPA 
Our mission, vision and values 
 
Mission statement:  
The Victoria University Postgraduate Association (VUPA) strive to support, lead, advocate for 
and inspire current and future Victoria University (VU) (Melbourne, Australia) postgraduate 
students and strive to build a versatile and employable student alumni. 
 
Vision and values: 
VUPA is run by postgraduates, for postgraduates. We look after postgraduate students 
interests exclusively and our criteria is simple – anything we do or are involved in, must be for 
the benefit or betterment of VU’s postgraduate students. Our vision is to make VU the place 
to be for postgraduate students. By following our mission statement, we strive to ensure VU 
is an inclusive, supportive, diverse and enjoyable enviornment for all postgraduate students, 
regardless of class, background, identity or which field of postgraduate degree.   
 
VUPA 
All 4,459 postgraduate students (3,953 courswork and 506 research) at Victoria University in 
2021 are members of VUPA. We are actively supported by over 2,000 engaged postgraduates 
who attend our events, or as volunteers, engage with us in person or on social media. To 
ensure our studenst are supported for their studies, we also encourage feedback and raising 
of potential issues that concern our postgraduate students. 
We are here to: 

• help current and future postgraduate students connect into the broader VU 
community and culture 

• assist in creating and supporting a strong alumni network  
• provide both current and prospective students support in finding university services 

they require 
• lead by example through inclusion, diversity and respect 
• advocate for issues that effect postgraduates matters regarding inclusion, diversity 

and respect 
• represent postgraduates on a range of internal university boards and committees 

including SSAF and the Student Union 
• run and support social and networking events, and campaigns for the benefit and 

betterment of postgraduate students  
• work closely with the Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations (CAPA) to 

communicate the interests and perspectives of VU postgraduate students, in 
alignment with our values, to influence the Council’s interaction with the Federal 
Government, Federal opposition, minor parties, and higher education peak bodies. 
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Our People – 2021 Board  
 
The 2021 Board Members: 
 

   

 

Ruwangi Fernando Carmelina Monea Anna Bosco Ingrid Cobo  Mendoza 

President 
(Nov 2020-Oct 2021) 

VP – Research 
(Nov 2020-July 2021) 

VP – Research 
(Aug 2021 onwords) 

VP – Coursework 
(Oct 2021 onwords) 

 
 

  
 

 
Cara Brown Rowan Begley-Coad Natalia Garcia Divya Sharma 

General Secretary 
(Nov 2020-Oct 2021) 

Marketing Officer 
(Nov 2020-Oct 2021) 

Equity & Diversity 
Officer 
 (Nov 2020-Oct 2021) 

Equity & Diversity 
Officer 
(April 2021-Oct 2021) 

 

The VUPA Board represents diversity of the broader postgraduate community: 
• 87.5% female; 12.5% male; 0% non-binary/other/prefer not to say  
• 62.5% international students; 37.5% local students 
• 75% are fluent in a language other than English 
• 37.5% are in postgraduate coursework; 62.5% are postgraduate researchers 

Our 2021 board members come from 4 of the colleges and 2 campuses. 
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Not For Profit 
 
This year has been the second full year that VUPA has operated as an independent student 
body at VU, alongside rather than as a subsidiary of the student union, VUSU. We are now 
recognised and registered with Consumer Affairs Victoria as a non-for-profit (NFP) 
organisation. This has also allowed us to register our NFP status with Microsoft. We now have 
the tools and frameworks in place to allow us to grow as an organisation. 
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) and Annual Report are a requirement under our 
constitution. 
The VUPA Board presents this Annual Report as a true and accurate representation of the 
2020/2021 year. 
 
Ruwangi Fernando 
President 
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Presidents Report 
 

At VUPA we recognise the importance of diversity and inclusion among 
our Victoria university postgraduate students and to attracts, supports, 
and develops our diverse postgraduates. We believe all our students 
should be able to come to university and learn thoroughly, based on 
their broad range of experience and skill. To achieve this, the VUPA is 
committed to supporting all our postgraduates to succeed, regardless of 
their sex, age, race, disability, religion, or sexual orientation. 
 

With the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic evolving rapidly around the world, we were not able to 
continue with the exact plans we had for 2021. The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly interrupted 
educational activities in Australia and especially Victoria state. The speed and scale of COVID 
interruptions occurred cause negative psychological and economic consequences for university 
students. We commend the steps taken here in Victoria, Australia by Federal and state governments, 
universities, and affiliated research institutions to aid students. Despite the Covid Lockdown 
challengers as the President, I let my team and delivered the following initiates focus on VU 
postgraduate students. 

 
Events 

 
Activities 

• Karaoke Night 
• Zoom Dinner Party – March, May, and 

September 
• IWD 2021 
• Share your culture – Cultural Diversity week 

and Multicultural Week 
• Pease Meal with VUSU 
• High Tea at the Parliament/ High Tea Online 
• Monthly Yoga and Zumba zoom session 

(March, April, May, June, July, August, 
September) 

• Whinging & Wonderful Wednesdays 
monthly sessions 

• Zoom Trivia 
• VUPA Happiest Hour  

• Coursework Student Survey - Block model 
• VU HDR Community – ongoing 
• VUPA Buddy Program 
• VUPA Membership – 214 new members 
• VUPA Merchandise  - 200 packs  
• Lockdown Care Packages - June (4th 

lockdown) and September (6th 
lockdown) 

• Spotlight Series (coursework and 
Research students) 

• Conversation Masterclass 
• Employment Assistance Program 
• We hear You !! – with Vicwise and ISA 
• Midsumma Pride’ festival VUPA 

representation 
 

Which resulted VUPA 2021 board in achieving the following outcomes 
• Increase VUPA’s membership 200% 
• First ever VUPA Member merchandise Pack 
• Deliver more than 27 events and 11 activities 
• Increase member engagement by 70% (based on 2021 first event to last event) 
• Increase Social Media presence and engagement by 90% (based on new followers and reach of SM) 
 
We are in the verge of coming out from the 6th lockdown as we all are contributing towards the 70% 
vacination rates by end October and earerly look forward to a time when we can hold large, in person 
networking and social events again! 
Ruwangi Fernando  
(Doctoral Student) 
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Vice President - Research Report  

 
At VUPA, we are extremely proud of the way HDR post-graduate students 
have shown resilience throughout 2021. Although this pandemic has 
challenged us all in many ways, VUPA has continued to stay focused in its 
commitment to represent the voices of post-graduate students. We built 
strong networks that enabled us to collaborate, share ideas, and support 
each other. We created safe online spaces for students to engage with each 
other in friendly, inclusive, and supported forums. I am grateful to my 
VUPA colleagues for their support, positivity, generosity, and creativity.  

        
 
 
Working with VUPA the last half of the semester has allowed me to feel 
more   connected to the rest of the VU student body and allowed me to 
foster a sense of community and support amongst other students. I was 
extremely grateful for the opportunity to socialize with new people and to 
help them to create some positive memories during their study 
experience.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Carmelina Monea 

Anna Bosco 

2021 IN PICTURES 
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General Secretary Report 
 

 
In 2021 VUPA began working as an incorporated association, and 
thanks to the teams in years prior we were able to continue 
developing VUPA into the organised leadership team that it is 
today. As a full-time Master‘s student, taking on the general 
secretary duties brought my workload to capacity, although I 
enjoyed the challange. We have been able, despite COVID-19 
lockdowns, to increase our membership base to over 200 
members, and I hope future board members can further increase 
our memberships numbers. The VUPA social and networking 
events held online and in-person are social resources for 

supporting our students throughout their studies and, also help build a strong alumni for entry into 
the workforce. I am so proud of our team for providing a supportive network for domestic, interstate 
and international Victoria University Postgraduate students. 
Successful events held for the year of 2021 were the yoga and zumba classes, zoom dinners, high tea, 
share your culture, and the Happiest Hour cocktail making class. We also supported other university 
events for example the Midsumma pride march, O week, and International Women’s Day. As VUPA 
General Secretary my duties included managing the budget for all the VUPA events,  financial 
reporting, and keeping minutes. Additionally, to support the team I provided assistance in events and 
care package delivery. All of the meetings and events were held online for 2021, and if held in person, 
my duties would have been slightly different. For example, if in-person my duties would included 
administrative duties for monthly meetings for instance, booking meeting rooms on campus and 
managing catering for all meetings.  
My postgraduate experience was enriched by the people that I have met through VUPA and my year 
in lockdowns was eased with the light social activities. I will use the invaluable skills I developed on 
the VUPA board for my career, and I am sure VUPA will continue to be a success for years to come. 
 
Cara Brown  
Master of Applied Research 
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At VUPA, we recognise the value that 
diversity and inclusion brings   to   enrich 
one’s postgraduate experience.   We   believe   
that   all   postgraduate students, regardless  
of  their  sex,  age,  ethnicity, race, religion or 
sexual orientation, bring with them 
opportunities  to  create  new  social  
networks  and increase human capital. In 
2021, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic,  
the  concept  of  inclusion  has never  been  

more  relevant.  As Equity officers,  we  have  witnessed  the  challenges  faced  by  many members 
from our student cohort. Loneliness and financial insecurity being among the many issues. However, 
we have also witnessed community strength and resilience. VUPA has also collaborated with various 
university  groups to ensure  postgraduates  receive  equal  access  to  academic  and  financial support,  
as  well  as,  opportunities  to  remain  engaged  with  the  university. It is  without  doubt  that COVID-
19 has challenged VUPA’s ability to provide the traditional events and services to our student cohort. 
However, the pandemic has created spaces for the development of innovative ideas, critical thinking, 
and above all, spaces for connectivity. 
This year we engaged with the student community in the following ways: 
·    Participated and represented the Postgraduate community at the Midsumma Pride March along 

with VU Staff and Students to promote inclusiveness, with a special emphasis on Lesbian Gay 
Bisexual Transgender Queer (LGBTQ+). 

·      Collaborated with VUSU to host a virtual Peacemeal-Peace building dinner with 100 participants. 
·       Organised 200 Welcome Packs for the Postgraduate community which included merchandise such 

as phone rings, hoodies, and face masks. 
·       Supported local Australian and Aboriginal businesses through our merchandise packages. 
·      Promoted the Cultural Diversity Week 2021 by creating and facilitating the ‘Sharing your Culture’ 

event, where participants shared their unique and traditional dishes. 
·  In partnership with VU Inclusion and Engagement team, participated and promoted the International 

Women’s Day (IWD) with a special 'Human Library' event where participants met and talked with 
inspiring local heroes in a small-group format. Speakers included AFLW players, community 
activists and artists, a government minister, a leading COVID researcher and few more. 

·     Promoted the Multicultural Week 2021 by creating and facilitating the ‘Sharing your Culture 2’ 
event, where participants shared their unique and traditional clothes/dishes. 

·     Participated and represented VUPA at the ‘Respect Week 2021’ by painting of a large mural on the 
external wall of Building M/Footscray Park campus. The mural painting was facilitated by Gisela 
and Bec from the Permesso Collective to add long last messages of respect. 

 
Natalia Garcia & Divya Sharma,  
Master of Industrial Relations and Human Resources Management  
Master of Business (HR/Industrial Relations) 
  

Equity Diversity Officers Report 
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Marketing Officer’s Report 
 

With VUPA transitioning into an incorporated association in 2021, there 
were many challenges and obstacles faced by VUPA and its board 
members. As well, the circumstances surrounding the COVID-19 
pandemic and subsequent lockdowns amplified and contributed much 
of VUPA’s difficulties. However, VUPA was still able to successfully fulfill 
its obligations, goals, and aims. This is due to the extremely dedicated 
effort and work put in by the 2021 VUPA board members. 
During 2021, VUPA ventured on several important and notable 

endeavours. One of the most important was the development of VUPA’s membership program, which 
in a short time amassed nearly 200 registered members – a number we wish to see grow in the coming 
years. The creation and execution of VUPA’s welcome packs to registered VUPA members was also a 
great success – something we believe contributed greatly to VU postgraduate students’ sense of 
community and belonging at VU. 
VUPA was also able to hold several events for the postgraduate students at Victoria University; some 
in-person events, but many organised or transitioned into online events due to lockdowns and 
restrictions. Of these events, I was responsible for organizing and running the online Zoom Dinner 
Parties, and the High Tea event. While the High Tea event was scheduled to be an in-person event, 
lockdown restrictions forced us to transition it into an online event. Despite this, the High Tea event 
was still a success. It is my belief that these events – as well as the other events run by, or in 
conjunction with VUPA – contributed positively to VU postgraduate students’ experience at VU. 
My duties and responsibilities at VUPA extended far beyond the organisation of these events. My 
primary duty was coordinating the distribution of relevant VUPA information and material. This mainly 
consisted of running the social media channels – posting content pertaining things such as event 
advertisement, VUPA announcements, the spotlight series, and much more.  
My time at VUPA was both challenging and rewarding. I learnt many new skills which will help both in 
my future career, as well as my personal life. I developed many invaluable connections and friendships 
that I hope last a lifetime. Most of all, VUPA made my postgraduate experience an extremely fulfilling, 
rewarding and memorable one. 

 
Rowan Begley-Coad 
Master of Research 
 

Financial Report 
In 2021, funding for VUPA came directly from Victoria University for completion of our student 
activities, events and operations. Funding was provided by the SSAF committee and is derived from 
the SSAF contributions made by university students.  
Our expenditure against this budget is detailed below. Many expenses were unable to be realised due 
to the COVID-19 lockdowns and movement restrictions in metropolitan Melbourne. The board 
received $70,000 total allocated for the VUPA events and student support during the year. 
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*Expentidure set to change in the month of November 2021, before new board hand-over. 
 

 

 
VUPA Financial Summary 

 
2021 VUPA 
Budget 

 
YTD – Oct 
2021* 

Operational Costs  

Regulatory   
Insurance - Association liability  $1,200.00   $1,204.50  

Insurance - Public & Product liability  $1,400.00   $2,475.00  

CAPA Affiliation Fees  $7,500.00   $3,500.00  

Annual Audit Fees  $1,500.00   $750.00  

Legal / Constitutional Advisory   $1,000.00   $-    

Bank Fees  $120.00   $-    

AGM Catering  $400.00   $-    

AGM Returning Officer  $300.00   $-    

Team Management & Administration   
Board Stipend  $27,500.00   $19,542.00  

Planning Days - Catering for Half Day Workshops   $150.00   $-    

Board Meetings - Food/Drinks during meetings  $600.00   $333.50  

CAPA Council Meeting Attendance (twice yearly)   $3,000.00   $-    

Rental - on campus office & cleaning  $-     $-    

Licencing for university / institutional finance software  $500.00   $-    

Web site / domain / email  $500.00   $811.80  

Marketing & Promotional Materials   $1,000.00   $1,000.00  

  $46,670.00   $29,616.80  

Local Engagement & Connection - Events at Vic Uni to support creating a vibrant postgraduate 
community 

Researcher Grants / Prizes /Awards  $1,000.00   $-    

Research Collaboration initiatives (internal)  $1,000.00   $-    

Welfare Initiatives  $2,500.00   $12,560.00  

Social Networking Events  $2,500.00   $13,857.32  

End of Year Postgrad Cocktail Night  $13,000.00  
 

$3,287.00  

Conferences  $2,000.00   $-    

  $22,000.00   $29,704.32  
Advocacy & Representation - Campaigns & Projects 

CAPA Campaigns  $500.00   $-    
VUPA Campaigns (membership and Merchandise organised and 

delivery)  $830.00   $10,081.85  

  $1,330.00   

  $70,000.00   $59,321.12  
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